These are the resources, links and recommendations taken from the webinar group chat on October 29, 2020.

**WEBINAR-RELATED LINKS**

- [October 29 webinar materials](#)
- [SurveyMonkey Link](#)
- Register for [webinar session 2 on Nov. 12](#) or Round 2 on [Nov. 19 and Dec. 1](#).
- [NYSUT ELT training](#)

Great training available at elt.nysut.org. Find us on Instagram at nysutelt. Like/Follow us at NYSUT Education & Learning Trust - ELT

**SHARED LINKS**

- [List of Online Teaching Resources](#)
- [Responding to the Challenges of Learning in a Masked Environment](#)

This memo from NYSED underscores the importance of masks and clarifies how districts should respond to issues related to students not wearing masks.
- [One example of Mindful Minute](#)
- [Zone of Regulation](#)
- [Regents Science Resources from Summer Workshop](#)
- [Social Emotional Learning](#)
- [Teachers Pay Teachers](#)
- [New Visions](#)

This has ready to use lessons and assessments for various subjects. It’s all in Google Drive and you can gain access as a teacher to make copies. This link goes directly to [Global History 1](#).

An [AWESOME YouTube Channel](#) with many helpful video tutorials for online learning and resources.
- [Parent and Family Digital Learning Guide](#)

A resource release last week to help parents and guardians understand how digital tools can provide tailored learning opportunities, engage students with course materials, encourage creative expression, and enrich the educational experience.
- [Self-care binge TV watching](#)

New movies: Radioactive; Fantastic Fungi. Additional TV bingeing recommendations: The Comey Rule (only two episodes), Queen’s Gambit, Call the Midwife, The Following, Murdoch Mysteries, The Vow on HBO – About NXIVM case!

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Several of my coworkers have built and sent home kits for labs, art projects, and even cooking.
- FACS teacher made sewing kits for fashion and got district/parent permission to send home everything a student needs to cook something at home.
- Our school created a QR code to scan for the bathroom.
- I post on YouTube each time there is a work pick up day to explain what each item is. Parents really appreciate it.
- Headset/microphone/earbuds – Kurt uses the Jabra Elite Active 75t. He only has one earbud in so he can still hear the students in person. It also protects the privacy of students at home because they’re talking into his ear instead of everyone hearing them.